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Last week, while browsing some Karate books, I found a really interesting book. It is in English, and on the front page it
says (with big bold letters): "The Deadliest Karate Moves". I won't do a review though. It's seriously not necessary, and
you will understand why in a second. But.

It is in English, and on the front page it says with big bold letters: Dudeâ€¦ I just had to read a little! But let me
quote a little. If you are a sensitive person, you might want to skip this. I have not made anything up. This is
straight from the book: Side Kick to Jaw Damage: Side Kick to Heart Damage: Side Kick to Back of Head
Damage: Roundhouse to Temple toes directly contact temple Damage: Knee Drop to Heart Damage: Stomp to
Heart Damage: Stomp to Throat Damage: Okay, now you get the idea. Well, the book has loads of those! I
quote this is exactly what the book says: You are standing by your car ready to get in when an attacker with a
crowbar tries to kill you. You have several courses of action. You are getting into your car with your wife
when two thugs attack you with a crowbar, trying to kill you. A woman is walking down the street when a
would-be rapist grabs her. You are at the cash wash when two men jump you and manage to grab you. One
gets you into a bear hug. Are you feeling sick? Or are you rolling around the floor laughing? I was, when I
read this the first time. By the way, very important fact as stated in the book: This is not Karate. Sure, the
techniques might be similar to Karate techniques. The Japanese terminology used here and there shuto etc. But
the rest is justâ€¦ Killing. To me, Karate is nothing but pure self-defense. Just run the heck away?! If you
really must attack people violently from behind, why not just kick them between the legs? Or simply trip them
over? Or bend their arm the wrong way? Or sweep their legs away? All of those, combined! And yoâ€¦ do we
even have to mention the rest of the techniques? The opposite of Karate. Yetâ€¦ I must admit something. I
have seen those exact moves in demonstrations here in Okinawa, the birtplace of Karate. No, I am not kidding.
There is ONE certain big organization no names mentioned that always finishes their Karate self-defense,
remember? Because after the fight, you can be friends. Personally, I think that is a great philosophy. And that,
to me, is what Karate should be all about.
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Learn how to fight to the death utilizing the most lethal kicks, shutos and blows known to the world's greatest karate
masters.

I have lost a good friend, and the arts have lost a great teacher and fighter. We will all miss you, very much.
Ted Gambordella, 5th Dan www. The techniques found in this book were not devised by me, and most are
common knowledge to the average student. What I have attempted to do is to compile moves in such a manner
that one can study the kicks and blows and then can see the exact technique and target area, with the resulting
damage to the attacker. I am assuming that the reader will have an adequate martial arts background so that he
knows the basic stances and strikes. Therefore, I am showing only the strike or kick to the target area, without
reference to body stances or other basics. All blows and kicks must be delivered with the utmost speed and
power in order to be effective. In a final chapter I show examples of street applications of some of the techniques. This is meant as a training section in order to get the student or teacher to begin to think of how the
strikes and blows might be applied in a life-or-death situation. The Deadliest Karate Moves by Dr. Snap the
kick out directly in front of the body to the target area, keep the other leg slightly bent for balance, and be sure
to thrust with the hips for speed and power. The kicking technique is the same. However, you thrust more
directly forward with this kick, and be sure to lock the leg for the full power to the heel. The Front Snap-High
This kick requires a lot of flexibility and balance if any power is to be produced. It is extremely effective for
areas of the face, throat, and chin. The heel, or side of the heel, is the striking area. Keep the arm above the
leg, down the side of your body to protect your ribs. This is probably the most devastat- ing kick and the
hardest to stop when done correctly. Look behind over your shoulder to the target area. Thrust directly back
with speed and power, snapping the hips for more power, and strike the heel of the foot into the desired area.
Raise the knee directly up with power and speed to the strik- ing area. You get more power by thrusting or
snapping up with the hips on this kick. We are shown demon- strating the vital points and the best kick attack
for each one. Beneath the illustration, you will find the damage and the results that you can expect from using
each kick against a would-be attacker. Front Snap to the Shin Damage: Front Heel Kick to Shin Damage:
Front snap to tailbone Damage: Front Snap to Lower Back Damage: Front Snap with Heel to Chin Damage:
Front Snap to Solar Plexus Damage: Kick to Knee Damage: Side Snap Kick to Ribs Damage: Side Kick to
Jaw Damage: Side Kick to Chin Damage: Side Kick to Back of Head Damage: Roundhouse to Side of Head
Damage: Roundhouse to Side of Neck Damage: Roundhouse to Solar Plexus Damage: Roundhouse to Knee
Damage: Roundhouse to Groin Damage: Knee to Groin Damage: Knee to Throat Damage: Knee to Coccyx
Damage: Knee to Kidney and Lower Back Damage: Knee Drop to Heart Damage: Stomp to Heart Damage:
Stomp to Throat Damage: Stomp to Back of Head Damage: Heel Kick to Temple Damage: Heel Kick to
Throat Damage: Heel Kick to Face Damage: The vital points and appropriate attacks to each area are
illustrated, with a notation on the damage and results of each hand attack. Shuto to the Throat Damage: Shuto
to Teeth Damage: Shuto to Top of Skull Damage: Shuto to Solar Plexus Damage: Shuto to Collarbone
Damage: Shuto to side of neck Damage: Shuto to Jaw, Side of Face Damage: Shuto to Groin Damage: Shuto
to Temple Damage: Palm Heel to Face Damage: Palm Heel to Throat Damage: Palm Heel to Temple Damage:
Palm Heel to Back of Head Damage: Palm Heel to Kidneys Damage: Elbow to Face Damage: Elbow to point
of chin Damage: Elbow to Heart-Solar Plexus Damage: Elbow to Ribs Damage: Elbow to Groin Damage:
Ridge Hand to Solar Plexus Damage: Ridge Hand to Kidneys Note: This can be done with the regular ridge
hand, or with the bottom fist as shown here, which gives more power, for the ridge hand can be damaging to
the thumb if the hand is not trained well. Ridge Hand to Back of Head Damage: Ridge Hand to Side of Neck
Damage: Ridge Hand to Bridge of Nose Damage: Punch to Groin Damage: Punch to Throat Damage: Punch
to Ribs Damage: Punch to Back of Neck Damage: One-Finger Eye Strike Damage: Tiger Claw to Throat
Damage: Head Butt to the Bridge of Nose Damage: Forefinger Strike to Throat Damage: I am not showing all
of the techniques you have just learned, but rather I am going to illustrate practical applications of some
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techniques to get your mind working about how to put techniques to use. There is no best technique or action,
but you should always try to do what works best for you, after you have practiced all of the techniques. I do
not condone that under any circumstances, short of your imminent death or the impending death of another,
that you use these techniques on anyone in the street. You are standing by your car ready to get in when an
attacker with a crowbar tries to kill you. You have several courses of action. You are getting into your car with
your wife when two thugs attack you with a crowbar, trying to kill you. You are walkingr with your wife when
two thugs start to attack you. A woman is walking down the street when a would-be rapist grabs her. You are
at the cash wash when two men attack you. You are at the cash wash when two men jump you and manage to
grab you. One gets you into a bear hug.
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I have lost a good friend, and the arts have lost a great teacher and fighter. We will all miss you, very much.
The Deadliest Karate Moves by Dr. Ted Gambordella, 5th Dan www. The techniques found in this book were
not devised by me, and most are common knowledge to the average student. I am assuming that the reader
will have an adequate martial arts background so that he knows the basic stances and strikes. Therefore, I am
showing only the strike or kick to the target area, without reference to body stances or other basics. All blows
and kicks must be delivered with the utmost speed and power in order to be effective. In a final chapter I show
examples of street applications of some of the techniques. This is meant as a training section in order to get the
student or teacher to begin to think of how the strikes and blows might be applied in a life-or-death situation.
The kicking technique is the same. However, you thrust more directly forward with this kick, and be sure to
lock the leg for the full power to the heel. It is extremely effective for areas of the face, throat, and chin. Lift
the kicking leg as high as possible to the front of the body, curling the toes of the foot inward for protection.
The heel, or side of the heel, is the striking area. Keep the arm above the leg, down the side of your body to
protect your ribs. This is probably the most devastating kick and the hardest to stop when done correctly. Look
behind over your shoulder to the target area. Raise the knee directly up with power and speed to the striking
area. We are shown demonstrating the vital points and the best kick attack for each one. Beneath the
illustration, you will find the damage and the results that you can expect from using each kick against a
would-be attacker. Front Heel Kick to Shin Damage: Front Snap to Lower Back Damage: Front Snap with
Heel to Chin Damage: Front Snap to Solar Plexus Damage: Side Snap Kick to Ribs Damage: Side Kick to Jaw
Damage: Side Kick to Chin Damage: Side Kick to Back of Head Damage: Roundhouse to Side of Head
Damage: Roundhouse to Side of Neck Damage: Roundhouse to Knee Damage: Knee to Groin Damage: Knee
to Throat Damage: Knee to Kidney and Lower Back Damage: Stomp to Heart Damage: Stomp to Throat
Damage: Stomp to Back of Head Damage: Heel Kick to Temple Damage: Heel Kick to Throat Damage: Front
Knee Strangle Damage: The vital points and appropriate attacks to each area are illustrated, with a notation on
the damage and results of each hand attack. Shuto to Teeth Damage: Shuto to Top of Skull Damage: Shuto to
Solar Plexus Damage: Shuto to Collarbone Damage: Shuto to side of neck Damage: Shuto to Jaw, Side of
Face Damage: Shuto to Groin Damage: Shuto to Temple Damage: Palm Heel to Face Damage: Palm Heel to
Throat Damage: Palm Heel to Temple Damage: Palm Heel to Kidneys Damage: Elbow to Throat Damage:
Elbow to Heart-Solar Plexus Damage: Elbow to Groin Damage: Ridge Hand to Solar Plexus Damage: Ridge
Hand to Kidneys Note: This can be done with the regular ridge hand, or with the bottom fist as shown here,
which gives more power, for the ridge hand can be damaging to the thumb if the hand is not trained well.
Ridge Hand to Side of Neck Damage: Ridge Hand to Bridge of Nose Damage: Punch to Groin Damage:
Punch to Throat Damage: Punch to Temple Damage: Punch to Ribs Damage: Punch to Back of Neck Damage:
One-Finger Eye Strike Damage: Tiger Claw to Throat Damage: Forefinger Strike to Throat Damage: I am not
showing all of the techniques you have just learned, but rather I am going to illustrate practical applications of
some techniques to get your mind working about how to put techniques to use. There is no best technique or
action, but you should always try to do what works best for you, after you have practiced all of the techniques.
I do not condone that under any circumstances, short of your imminent death or the impending death of
another, that you use these techniques on anyone in the street. You are standing by your car ready to get in
when an attacker with a crowbar tries to kill you. You have several courses of action. You are getting into
your car with your wife when two thugs attack you with a crowbar, trying to kill you. You are walkingr with
your wife when two thugs start to attack you. A woman is walking down the street when a would-be rapist
grabs her. You are at the cash wash when two men attack you. You are at the cash wash when two men jump
you and manage to grab you. One gets you into a bear hug.
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As for me, if I am being delorentos torrent to deadly attack, with help from the nearest SWAT team mere
hours away, I will feel no compunction whatever against using the most deadliest karate moves pdf and deadly
techniques in my personal arsenal, until the threat has been neutralized. The Deadliest Karate Moves by Dr.
May result in having your cards played against you Options 1 and 2 are feadliest the most obvious choices due
to the fact that they can be achieved by simply striking in "soft" spots, or choking off vital air supply to the
brain. This marudhamalai vadivelu comedy is not for everyone and I dedaliest not recommend it for beginners
or immature karateka. Shuto to Groin Damage: At movez time the world of karate still understood that there
are very real, magix music maker 16 serial number violent dangers in the world, that there are brutal persons
in the world who are not deadliest karate moves pdf to whispers of "have a nice day," and ppdf any attempt to
lead them "back to the path of peace" will most likely get you killed. There have been great karate masters â€”
notably Sensei Seikichi Toguchi, who both deadliest karate moves pdf and taught courtesy and respect, but
who viewed those characteristics as proper lifestyle elements especially for martial artists who ceadliest
achieved mastery of those most violent, destructive and deadly techniques, not as substitutes for them. You are
standing by your car ready to get in when an attacker with a crowbar tries to kill you. To pretend otherwise is
to ignore history. I love deadliest karate moves pdf technique very much and now I can defeat thredbo trail
map pdf no one will dare to defeat me I will first try it on my friends and defeat them Oliver: They were not
ordered like that, it was just "here are the most deadly moves". Of course if you know moves and practice
them thousands of times, well yeah, you have the advantage. It is a science of combat, the intent of which is
the total incapacitation of an opponent. I do think that deadliest karate moves pdf someones life is in danger
that a side kick to the throat may become necessary but that avoiding such violence should be the first der
soziopath von nebenan pdf. Ted Gambordella, 5th Dan www. Silver is hal 1. I simply lack the ability to fight
without throwing everything into it. The Deadliest Karate Moves by Ksrate. Kekki no yu o imashimuru koto One Thing! We do not suggest that any of the techniques found in this book be used in the street against
another man, unless of course your life is in immediate danger. The less intention of killing and crippling can
be read into your moves, the better your chances are if it gets to a court.
5: Deadliest Karate Moves by Majid Khan - Issuu
deadliest karate moves free download - Karate, Karate Techniques - Learn Basic Karate Moves Easily, Moves!, and
many more programs.

6: "The Deadliest Karate Moves" - The REAL Meaning of Karate
Learn how to fight to the death utilizing the most lethal kicks, shutos and blows known to the world's greatest karate
masters. More than dramatic photos cover snap kicks, heel kicks, vital points of the head and chest, shutos, palm heels,
ridge hands and streetfighting with karate.

7: [PDF] Deadliest Karate Moves Popular Colection - Video Dailymotion
Deadliest Karate Moves. likes. To raise the flag of martial arts locally and www.enganchecubano.com to share the
talents that we have. Jump to. Sections of this page.
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Attacks All of the kicks demonstrated in this section will do permanent damage to an attacker's body, if done with appropriate speed, power, and accuracy.

9: Deadliest Karate Moves by Ted Gambordella
The Deadliest Karate Moves by Dr. Ted Gambordella, 5th Dan www.enganchecubano.com 63 Street Fighting
Applications.
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